
EXTRAORDINARY THINGS TO SEE AND DO!

ROME

SAVE TIME & MONEY
 BY ADDING THE FUN TODAY!
Please ask your travel advisor for live pricing and availability

Take a trip into the Capital of the Catholic World and discover the history, the
mystery and the masterpieces of this little powerful town-state set in the centre
of Rome.

Embark on an adventure and admire the Eternal City’s iconic landmarks on-
board our double-decker Big Bus Tour. Ride on the top deck for beautiful
panoramic views and snap the perfect photo as you wind through Rome to the
Colosseum, Piazza Venezia, St. Peter’s Basilica, and much more.

Explore Rome at your own pace, planning your itinerary as you go with the Rome
Explorer Pass. Enjoy up to 50% off attraction admission when you choose 2, 3, 4,
5, 6 or 7 activities from a list of over 40 attractions and tours including the
Colosseum, a Hop-on Hop-off Rome bus tour, and more!

Journey through the spiritual heart of Rome in this Classic Vatican City, Sistine
Chapel and St Peter's Tour which allows you to discover the mystifying art and
eventful centuries-old history in this stunning city.

Enjoy our exceptional transfer tour from Rome to Florence, accompanied by our
proficient guide. Explore Siena through a guided tour of the city, and savour a
special three-course lunch before continuing on to the marvellous Pienza. 

The best way to explore Rome at your leisure and get a real flavour for the city;
hop-on and hop off at nine stops around the city situated close to her best known
and best loved monuments and landmarks.

Discover the hidden treasures of the Vatican such as the museums, the Sistine
Chapel and St Peter's Basilica as well as the world's largest amphitheatre, the
Colosseum with skip-the-line access!

Discover the origin and the soul of Rome taking an essential, no-frills visit inside
the most famous Roman landmarks, the Colosseum and its Arena, with the
expertise of our art history licensed guide and the comfort of a small group tour.

Discover the origin and the soul of Rome taking a essential, no-frills visit inside the
most famous Roman landmarks, the Colosseum and its Arena, with the expertise
of our art history licensed guide and the comfort of a private tour.

Enjoy a fun, informative delicious Food Tour in Rome, led by the knowledge of a
local food and culture expert! Discover Rome’s beautiful city centre and authentic
Roman fare, learn about the traditions, join the locals in their favourite haunts, and
taste only the best, original, Roman flavours.

Transfer from Rome to Florence, through Siena & Pienza with
Lunch

Best of Rome Highlights

Big Bus Rome Hop-On Hop-Off Tour

Classic Vatican City, Sistine Chapel and St Peter's Basilica Tour

Rome Hop-on/Hop-off Double Decker Bus Tour

Small Group Rome Food Tour by Night

Private Rome Walk of Ages: A Walk Along 2000 Years of
History

Go City: Rome Explorer Pass

Private Rome Masterclass: Vatican City, Sistine Chapel and St
Peter's Basilica Tour

Skip the Line Colosseum - Small Group Guided Tour with
Arena Floor and Roman Forum

From
£86 Adult
£74 Child

From
£29 Adult
£14 Child

From
£69 Adult
£40 Child

From
£157 Adult
£134 Child

From
£29 Adult
£14 Child

From
£262 Adult
£223 Child

From
£78 Adult
£67 Child

From
£87 Adult
£74 Child

From
£155

From
£69


